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Learning Objectives
At the end of this one-hour session, trainees 

should be able to:

1. define a needs analysis for training.

2. list and discuss the five steps for 
conducting a needs analysis.

3. describe learning objectives and explain 
how they help to plan, develop and 
evaluate training. 

What Is A Needs Analysis?
• A series of activities conducted to identify 

problems or other issues in the workplace and to 
determine whether training is an appropriateappropriate
response. (McArdle)po ( )

• A “front-end analysis” establishes whether there 
is a gap between desired and actual 
performance, how it relates to business needs, 
and how important it is (magnitude, value, 
urgency).  (Stolovitch)

Five Hints for Success
1. Involve Management Early
2. Examine All Factors Involved
3. Training May Not Be the Appropriate 

RResponse
4. Training Does Not Equal

Education
5. Determine In-place 

Standards

Five Steps to Success
1. Identify needs.

2. Clearly define the problem.

3 Determine the type of training need3. Determine the type of training need.

4. Develop priorities.

5. Meet with Management
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Step One:  Identify Needs

Identify needs and performance gaps:  
How does current achievement compare to 
expected results?

At this stage concentrate on

identifying needs—not solutions!

How?
• Observation (Job 

Analysis?)
– Reviewing job g j

literature

– Observing job 
performance

– Questioning 
people on the job

• Interact With People at All Levels
– How they feel

– What they know about the organization and 
their environment—strengths/barriers?

L k f  T d  • Look for Trends 

• Analyze Written 

Communications

• Identify Key Data Sources
– Human Resource records

– Accident and safety reports

– Grievance filings and turnover rates

Performance evaluation and merit ratings– Performance evaluation and merit ratings

– Production statistics 

– Determine type of data Available
• Hard (factual and objective)

• Soft (subjective)

Comparison of Key Data Sources

Source Description Advantage Disadvantage

Human Resource 
records

Contemporary, 
ongoing 
documentation of 
the causes of 
performance 
problems and 
training issues

Objective Time consuming

Accident and safety 
reports

Reveal clusters of 
issue types by 
department and

Quantitative Doesn’t necessarily 
identify causes

department and 
position

Grievance filings and 
turnover rates

Shows problems with 
employees or 
immediate 
supervisors

Documentation Issues may be 
related to policy 
rather than to 
training

Performance 
evaluation and merit 
ratings

Measured analysis of 
employees on 
absolute and relative 
bases

Documents skills and 
employee progress

Subjective, based on 
supervisors’ opinions 
as well as 
observations

Production statistics Numerical results of 
output and itemized 
costs of doing 
business

Quantitative Doesn’t always 
provide a complete 
picture
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• Select Data Collection Methods
– Questionnaires

– Interviews

– Observations

F  – Focus groups

– Review of written resources:
• Documentation

• Job descriptions

• Policies and procedures

• Organize a Task Force
– representatives from each department

– those who know and care/those who do not care, 
but should

– find a “champion”

• Organize the Data With the Help of the Task 
Force
– Sort the info you’ve gathered into categories

– Separate training from non-training issues

– Identify content or training topics

– Determine if there are hands-on skills issues

Step Two:
Clearly Define the Problem

• Answer “Who, What, Why, WhenWho, What, Why, When
and HowHow”

• Develop a Clear and Concise Problem 
Statement

Document Causes of the 
Problem

• Is the Performance Problem Caused by 
Lack Of:

Skills and knowledge to do the job• Skills and knowledge to do the job

• Specific standards or job expectations

• Feedback

• Necessary resources to perform

• Appropriate consequences

In Addition:
• Identify Feelings About the Problem

• Separate Facts From Opinions

Decide Whether Training is 
Appropriate

• If Problem Is the Result of:
– Poor communication

– Lack of feedback

– Inadequate supervision

– Inappropriate or inadequate rewards

– Inferior procedures

…Then Training Is Then Training Is NotNot the Answer!the Answer!
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On the Other Hand,

• If the problem is caused by a lack of 
information, knowledge or skill, g

…training can meet the need. 

Step Three:  Determine the 
Type of Training Need

• Sources of Training Needs (based on work of Laird, 
1985, and Nadler, 1982)

– People

– Job

– Organization

Step Four:  Develop Priorities
• Set Priorities for the Various Identified 

Needs (Cost of Meeting the Need vs. The 
Cost of Ignoring It)
– What will a solution cost?What will a solution cost?
– How much time will the solution take?
– What is the cost of ignoring the problem?

• This Information Is Essential to Winning 
Support for Any Solution—“Making the 
Business Case.”

Step Five:Meet With 
Management

• Present Initial Findings to Management
– Define the task.

A   th  d( )– Agree on the need(s).

– State the desired outcome.

– Establish shared responsibility.

– Identify a contact person for the report.

– Record management’s commitment to 
proceed.

Write Summary Memo
1.1. Statement of the ProblemStatement of the Problem—Write a 

clear statement describing the 
assessment and training outcomes

t ll  d mutually agreed upon.

2.2. Description of TasksDescription of Tasks—Define the task 
you perceived to be involved in the needs 
analysis process.

3.3. Summary of AnalysesSummary of Analyses—
Summarize the information about 
the target tasks, the participants 
and the training situation.  This 
will help management make a com-

it t t  th   d th  mitment to the process and the 
proposed training outcome.

4.4. Proposed PlanProposed Plan—Present your 
plan, time line and a project budget.

5.5. Request for Management’s Request for Management’s 
CommitmentCommitment—Request written 
commitment to the project.
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Lastly, What to Do When 
There Is No Time to Conduct 

a Needs Assessment
• Phone a contact person who is familiar p

with the participants.
• Introduce yourself and ask participants 

some key questions.  Trust the responses 
and treat them as if they were a sample of 
the larger group.

• Obtain opinions and impressions from 
other trainers who have worked with 
the training group.

• Talk to participants who arrive early 
d b i  h  i f i  and obtain whatever information 

possible.

• Design some activities at the beginning 
of the program to enable assessment of 
the group.

What Now??
• Compile the training outcomes agreed 

upon by management.

• Determine what kind of learning is to be 
addressed for each outcome.

• Develop learning objectives for each 
outcome!

Using Learning Objectives 
for Planning & Developing 

Training
Learning Objectives Guide:

• the content of the instructional materials,

• presentation methods of instruction, and

• methods for evaluation of achievement.

Learning Objectives

Help to plan and organize instruction in 
ways that:

• save time,,

• avoid redundancy, and

• ensure that critical learning needs are 
being addressed.

A Learning Objective :

• Contains a specific action verb
(appropriate to the learning domain 
t t d b th bj titargeted by the objective—see 
provided active verbs).

• Has a beginning and ending.
• Is observable and measurable.
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A Learning Objective Must 
Contain:

• Conditions under which performance is to 
occur; i.e., objectives should describe the ; , j
important conditions—such as “independ-
ently,” or “with help”—under which the 
trainee will demonstrate competence.

• To what standard will the trainee be held 
(OSHA Standards/Company Guidelines)?

Three Learning Domains
• Cognitive: the development of 

intellectual abilities and skills (Bloom)

• Affective: the development of • Affective: the development of 
attitudes, beliefs, and values (Krathwohl)

• Psychomotor: the coordination of 
physical movements and bodily 
performances (Harrow)

Cognitive Domain Levels
(from least complex to most complex)

• Knowledge - requires learner to remember or recall information (facts, 
terminology, or problem-solving strategies).

• Comprehension - requires some degree of understanding (translate, restate 
what is read, make connections or recognize relationships)

• Application - requires the use of previously acquired information in a 
diff t ttidifferent setting.

• Analysis - requires learner to identify logical errors; differentiate among 
facts, opinions, assumptions, hypotheses, and conclusions; draw 
relationships; compare and contrast

• Synthesis - requires learner produce something unique or original; solve 
unfamiliar problems in an unique way; and/or combine parts to form unique, 
novel solutions.

• Evaluation - requires the ability to form judgments; make decisions about 
the value of methods, ideas, people, or products; and state the basis for the 
judgments.

Psychomotor Domain Levels
(from least complex to most complex)

• Imitation - requires learner observe and be able to repeat action 
being visually demonstrated

• Manipulation - requires learner perform selected actions from written 
or verbal directions and to complete the action by reading or listening 
to instructions

• Precision - requires learner perform an action independent of either 
a visual model or written set of directions

• Articulation - requires learner to display coordination of a series of 
related acts (establish appropriate sequences; perform accurately 
with speed and timing)

• Naturalization - requires learner perform with least expenditure                
of energy; actions become routine, automatic, and spontaneous

Affective Domain Levels
(from least complex to most complex)

• Receiving - requires learner to simply listen or be attentive
• Responding - requires learner attend or react to stimuli
• Valuing - requires learner to display behavior consistent with a single

belief or attitude  demonstrate a preference  and/or display a high belief or attitude, demonstrate a preference, and/or display a high 
degree of certainty and conviction

• Organization - requires learner to organize likes and preferences 
into a value system and then decide which will be dominant (forming 
reasons for values and making choices)

• Characterization - requires that all behavior displayed is consistent 
with values (a consistent philosophy of life), and behaviors at all 
previous levels be acquired

• Cognitive Domain:
“Given three types of hearing protect-
ors with different noise reduction 
ratings (NRR) and average noise 
exposure level at a work site, the exposure level at a work site, the 
trainees will be able, on their own, to 
select the appropriate protector to 
ensure employees at that work site are 
not exposed to noise above OSHA’s 
Standard of 85 decibels.”
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• Psychomotor Domain
“At the end of this session students will be 

able to accurately demonstrate, without 
using the instruction manual, the 
correct procedure according to OSHA 
guidelines, for seal-checking a half-face 
respirator.”

• Affective Domain
“At the end of this ten-week course 

students will choose the quantitative 
method over other methods for fit 
testing respirators in their workplaces.”

Cognitive Domain Active Verbs
• Knowledge - define, describe, identify, label, list, match, 

recognize, name
• Comprehension - translate, convert, defend, distinguish, 

estimate, explain, extend, generalize, infer, give examples, 
paraphrase

• Application - change compute demonstrate discover• Application change, compute, demonstrate, discover, 
manipulate, modify, operate, prepare, predict, produce, show

• Analysis - break down, diagram, differentiate, discriminate, 
distinguish, identify, illustrate, infer, outline, point out, relate, 
select

• Synthesis - categorize, combine, compile, compose, create, 
design, devise, rewrite, summarize

• Evaluation - appraise, compare, conclude, contrast, criti- cize, 
describe, discriminate, explain, justify, interpret, relate, support

Psychomotor Domain Active 
Verbs/Adverbs

• Imitation - (with verbal instruction and direction) align, 
balance, follow, grasp, hold, place, repeat, rest (on), step (here)

• Manipulation - (with written instruction) construct, assemble, 
form, put together, p g

• Precision - accurately, errorlessly, independently, proficiently, 
with control, with balance

• Articulation - confidence, coordination, harmony, integration, 
proportion, smoothly, quickly

• Naturalization - automatically, effortlessly, naturally, 
professionally, routinely, spontaneously, with ease, with 
perfection, with poise

Affective Domain Active Verbs
• Receiving - attend, be aware, control, discern, hear, listen, look, 

notice, share
• Responding - applaud, comply, discuss, follow, obey, participate, 

play, practice, volunteer
• Valuing - act, argue, convince, debate, display, express, help, g , g , , , p y, p , p,

organize, prefer
• Organization - abstract, balance, compare, decide, define, 

formulate, select, systematize, theorize
• Characterization - avoid, display, exhibit, internalize, manage, 

require, resist, resolve, revise
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